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Abstract of

Understanding -The New Principle for the Joint Commander in Post Conflict Operations
Military Operations Other Than War is a growth industry for the United States' military which is engaged around the world to assist in bringing about regional stability through national assistance efforts and by assisting governments with installation of democratic practices.
Military forces may find themselves having to deal with looting, lack of indigenous police forces, lack of governance, damaged or destroyed infrastructure, human migration, heath and sanitation issues and a degraded human condition of the population which the forces were deployed to liberate or protect. How operational commanders plan for these outcomes will This paper serves to illustrate that despite recent failures to fully achieve the desired end state in U.S. Military Operations Other Than War, the historic example of MacArthur's leadership in administering the Occupation of Japan demonstrates the importance of this fundamental. Because of MacArthur's experience and understanding of the Japanese demography, political and economic institutions, and overall post conflict condition of Japan at the end of World War II, he was able to craft and administer a successful occupation that met the strategic and operational end state. Understanding as a future fundamental for planning will force commanders and their staffs to better examine the pieces of information that make up the whole; to synergize intelligence from the standpoint of the people and cultures in the operational areas, and balance these things against desired objectives.
Military Operations Other Than War is a growth industry for the United States' military which is engaged around the world to assist in bringing about regional stability through national assistance efforts and by assisting governments with installation of democratic practices. In his comprehensive analysis of the U.S. military's experience in stability operations since 1989, Dr.
Lawrence Yates, a scholar at the Army's Fort Leavenworth Combat Studies Institute, discovered recurring themes common to each post conflict situation, that operational commanders were placed into roles of politicians and diplomats, that operational and tactical actions had strategic effects, and that traditional planning for such operations has been ill integrated, if integrated at all, with plans involving the combat operations. 1 Military forces may find themselves having to deal with looting, lack of indigenous police forces, lack of governance, damaged or destroyed infrastructure, human migration, heath and sanitation issues and a degraded human condition of the population which the forces were deployed to liberate or protect. How operational commanders plan for these outcomes will mean the difference between success and failure.
In "The American Way of War" author Colin S. Gray describes twelve characteristics indicative of the U. S. military approach to war fighting. Of these, the characteristics of "Culturally ignorant" and "Impatient" stand out as needing immediate attention. fundamental for planning will force commanders and their staffs to better pull the pieces of information that make up the whole; to synergize intelligence from the standpoint of the people and cultures in the operational areas, and balance these things against desired objectives. It fits readily into the planning process as a governing factor used in evaluating the efficacy of any course of action. Understanding as a principle of Military Operations Other Than War requires that the operational commander's plans take into account all aspects of the culture within the operational area. Understanding will temper decisions and help best interpret higher direction.
The beliefs, political systems, behaviors, value systems, lifestyles, tolerance, flexibility and the historical contexts from which a population acts are critical components in crafting and implementing policies sought to ameliorate problems and provide for human security.
Understanding means knowing the effects of joint force actions on these components and characteristics and more accurately applying varying degrees of attention to the right areas when needed. The commanders' ability to conduct and reassess the conditions in the operating environment through repeated mission analysis will go far toward converting intelligence to understanding of the effects generated through the joint force actions. Jomini's statement regarding forces occupying terrain of an enemy remains applicable to the need for understanding in today's operations other than war: "Make a display of a mass of troops proportioned to the obstacles and resistance likely to be encountered, calm the popular passions in every possible way, exhaust them by time and patience, display courtesy, gentleness, and severity united, and (particularly) deal justly." Intelligence Preparation of the Operating Area" rather than of the "Battle Space" when preparing to merge into a commander's mission analysis. Additionally, the traditional phases of a joint operation have been modified, and two new phases particularly germane to this discussion are the phases of "Stabilize" and "Enable Civil Authority." 11 Such changes add phases to the old model and a mechanical break that will allow planners to add fidelity to the differing requirements these evolutions may call for.
More importantly, the Draft Joint Publication 5-0 highlights the value of the Joint Commander in using various principles as a means to energize planners to develop various courses of action for the operational area that will meet objectives and arrive at the operational and strategic end states. Where these principles are often used or discussed is in the war game process, where courses of action are judged and tested against other aspects of the operational area, be they enemy forces or factors of time and space. Traditionally, they have been difficult to grasp all of the elements of a nation state which must be addressed or repaired to achieve "exquisite harmony," but history has shown that with the right support, persistence and understanding of the operational area, it can be done. for human rights; and would divest itself of heavy industries that could be used for war-making by transferring them to allies as reparations. 16 Having formed the plan which later took effect, MacArthur formulated actions to rebuild Japanese society with democratic principles almost immediately after being assigned Supreme
Commander Allied Powers (SCAP) 17 MacArthur's understanding of the Japanese demographic is best indicated by his decision to retain Emperor Hirohito as the symbolic head of the Japanese nation, despite a September 1945 Congressional resolution and arguments by Eisenhower to try
Hirohito for war crimes. This decision was significant in preserving Japanese support for the occupation. 18 This action did not engender great favor among war veterans and the 11 allied nations that fought Japanese, and some of who had been victimized during Japan's occupation of their own territory.
Providing for the human element of the immediate post-war operational area perhaps did more to engender the Japanese people to the United States forces and MacArthur himself than could have been imagined from such simple but effective actions. MacArthur pioneered efforts to bring outside food supplies to help relive rampant starvation, although progress was slow and thousands suffered death or prolonged starvation. He brought in a system of land reform as an alternative to landlord farming and feudalism. He allocated priority logistics toward completing the repatriation of soldiers mandated by the Potsdam Declaration, but not only soldiers back to Japan, he repatriated civilians held in Japan during the war to their home countries. His most difficult effort was in repatriating the over 1.3 million Japanese soldiers and civilians taken from Chinese and Korean territory.
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He worked through the Japanese government, termed the "Diet" to ensure that all laws were removed in Japan that restricted basic freedoms, such as speech, religion, thought and assembly. He assured implementation of these measures and while directly confronting an embedded system of coercion and fear of past government oversight through the use of secret police. 20 He gave women the right to vote, changed voting standards and eliminated former Japanese ideological teaching in school classrooms and textbooks. MacArthur's objective was to remove the restrictions that an extremist nationalism had imposed upon the people for years ultimately leading to the fomenting of war. were poured into Japanese heavy industry and war production capability, former military were brought into service in both Japan and Korea, and growth industries sprouted in support of the large troop levels reintroduced into the country for the war. Other Than War, the capacity to harness understanding will serve the interests of the planning staff and the commander in developing and executing actions which best support reaching objectives and the desired end state. Through the lens of understanding, the Joint Force
Commander can best interpret and implement direction from higher authority and implement plans and policy that will have a greater probability of success.
